
                                                                                                                             March 20, 2024

To the PAC and ISO-NE, 
                                            I request that Eversource clarify whether OPGW (Optical Ground 
Wire) has been placed on lines 391, 373, U-181, S-153, A-126, R-193 and E-194.

In Eversource’s 5/18/2023 presentation to the PAC, the “Asset Condition” projects on these 
lines are described as structure replacements only, without the installation of OPGW:

On the next page of the presentation the 307, B-143 and J-112 “Asset Condition” projects         
are described as including the installation of OPGW:



For the record, this presentation states: “Other supporting structures on these lines were 
inspected and do not require any further work.”

In the 3/20/2024 Asset Condition list, ten months later, all the lines listed in the above 
presentation as not including the installation of OPGW, are listed as in-service or under-
construction, with OPGW.



The D-121 is listed as under-construction for OPGW, even though this was proposed in 2021 
with an installation date of Q4 2022, received TCA approval (structures and shield wire, 
$13.105 m.) on 12/23/2022, 

and is listed as in-service in the 10/2022 Asset Condition list. 

The 10/24/2023 RSP list shows the 391, 373, R-193, S-153 and A-126 as proposed for OPGW. 

I am unable to find a presentation to the PAC for the OPGW.

https://nhconservation.org/doku.php?id=asset_condition_lists

          Eversource needs to provide histories for each line it presents to the PAC for an 

https://nhconservation.org/doku.php?id=asset_condition_lists


          “Asset Condition” project. These histories would show all reliability and asset condition

           projects on the lines and whether any “Asset Condition” project replaced infrastructure that

           had been upgraded in a reliability project. They would also show canceled projects and

           whether structure replacements were later followed by the replacement of ground wire with

           OPGW and the replacement of existing conductor with the larger and heavier 1272 ACSS

           conductor.

          The “Asset Condition’ lists are extremely repetitive and make tracking the projects on the lines

          time consuming.

                                 kris pastoriza                           krispastoriza@gmail.com


